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Abstract
Background: Major depressive disorder has been associated with specific attentional biases in processing emotional
facial expressions: heightened attention for negative and decreased attention for positive faces. However, using visual
search paradigms, previous reaction-time-based research failed, in general, to find evidence for increased spatial
attention toward negative facial expressions and reduced spatial attention toward positive facial expressions in
depressed individuals. Eye-tracking analyses allow for a more detailed examination of visual search processes over time
during the perception of multiple stimuli and can provide more specific insights into the attentional processing of
multiple emotional stimuli.
Methods: Gaze behavior of 38 clinically depressed individuals and 38 gender matched healthy controls was compared
in a face-in-the-crowd task. Pictures of happy, angry, and neutral facial expressions were utilized as target and distractor
stimuli. Four distinct measures of eye gaze served as dependent variables: (a) latency to the target face, (b) number of
distractor faces fixated prior to fixating the target, (c) mean fixation time per distractor face before fixating the target
and (d) mean fixation time on the target.
Results: Depressed and healthy individuals did not differ in their manual response times. Our eye-tracking data
revealed no differences between study groups in attention guidance to emotional target faces as well as in the
duration of attention allocation to emotional distractor and target faces. However, depressed individuals fixated fewer
distractor faces before fixating the target than controls, regardless of valence of expressions.
Conclusions: Depressed individuals seem to process angry and happy expressions in crowds of faces mainly in the
same way as healthy individuals. Our data indicate no biased attention guidance to emotional targets and no biased
processing of angry and happy distractors and targets in depression during visual search. Under conditions of clear task
demand depressed individuals seem to be able to allocate and guide their attention in crowds of angry and happy
faces as efficiently as healthy individuals.
Keywords: Depression, Visual search, Emotional facial expressions, Attention, Eye-tracking, Gaze behavior, Facial anger,
Facial happiness

Background
Emotional facial expressions (EFEs) represent important
and salient features of social interactions. The ability to
accurately identify and distinguish between others’ facial
expressions is of considerable importance. This holds
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true especially when multiple stimuli compete for attention, e.g., in a group or a crowd. Successful identification
of a face of interest in social settings like these requires
guidance of attention as well as the rejection of irrelevant distractors.
While most individuals easily identify and respond to
EFEs, individuals with major depressive disorder (MMD)
have been found to have difficulties in doing so [1, 2].
For instance, when their task is to indicate the emotional
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category of a specific facial expression, depressed individuals tend to evaluate positive, neutral, or ambiguous
facial expressions as more negative or less positive compared to healthy controls [3].
Depression has further been associated with changes
in allocation of attention toward EFEs. A recent review
and meta-analysis of eye-tracking studies that analyzed
gaze behavior of depressed and healthy individuals found
evidence for biased attention [4]. Most of these studies
used free-viewing paradigms, in which participants are
presented with multiple EFEs at a time and the instruction is to view the pictures freely. Results of these studies
indicate increased attention toward negative facial
expressions and reduced attention toward positive facial
expressions in depressed compared to healthy individuals. Interestingly, between group differences occurred
only in attention maintenance to EFEs and not in initial
attention orientation [5, 6]. Some authors have speculated that depressed or dysphoric individuals might not
orient their attention to negative information more
quickly than healthy individuals do, but may exhibit difficulties disengaging from it [7, 8].
The aforementioned free-viewing studies greatly furthered the understanding of depression-related deficits
in spontaneous attention allocation toward EFEs. By design, participants in the free-viewing paradigm are not
required to allocate their attention in a particular way.
Accordingly, it does not allow for an examination of
processes of attention to EFEs during active visual search
and stimulus comparison.
Visual search paradigms require processes of comparison and search for discrepancies between multiple stimuli.
In a variant of the visual search task, multiple stimuli are
presented, and participants are instructed to indicate
whether all stimuli are from the same category or if one (a
“target” stimulus) is different from the others. Visual
search efficiency differences have been explained by either
differential amounts of guidance provided by a particular
target (guidance-based models of visual search [9, 10]), by
differences in attention allocation toward distractor stimuli, or by the time it takes to reject distractors [10, 11].
Rinck and Becker [12] used a visual search task to investigate depression-related biases in the processing of emotional words. The authors found no evidence for
accelerated detection of depression-related words in the
depressed group. However, they found delayed withdrawal
of attention from depression-related words in the
depressed sample.
A common version of the visual search paradigm is
the face-in-the-crowd (FITC) task, which allows the
examination of effortful processing of EFEs. To our
knowledge, Suslow, Junghanns, and Arolt [13] were the
first to use the FITC task to investigate the relationship
between depression and spatial processing of facial
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expressions. The authors exposed their participants to
displays of schematic faces with positive and negative
emotional expressions and found that depressed individuals had significantly longer reaction times (RTs) in detecting positive faces compared to healthy controls. In
their study, the groups did not differ in the detection of
negative faces. The authors concluded that depression
might be associated with slowed processing of positive
facial expressions but not with an abnormal processing
of negative facial expressions.
Four further FITC studies have been conducted with
depressed and healthy individuals [14–17]. In none of
these studies did the groups differ regarding the time
needed to respond to positive or negative facial expressions. However, Karparova et al. [14] found generally
longer RTs in the depressed compared to the healthy
sample. Strand et al. [15] revealed evidence for a specific
bias in depressed individuals in response to negative facial expressions. In their study, depressed patients with
high symptom load showed longer RTs when the task
was to detect a negative face among positive distractor
faces. The authors concluded that this effect might indicate a relationship of affective state and a negative processing bias to emotional stimuli.
The inconsistent results of the aforementioned FITC
studies might be due to methodological differences in
the experimental setup and the sample characteristics.
For instance, three of the studies used schematic faces as
stimulus material [13, 14, 16]; the other used photographic images of EFEs [15, 17]. In those studies where
photographic images were used, this was done to increase ecological validity. It has been argued that photographs of facial expression are preferable to drawings of
faces, as they may be more sensitive to depression linked
differences [18]. However, while Wisco et al. [17]
employed pictures of different individuals in the FITC
task, Stand et al. [15] exposed their participants to eight
pictures of the same female face in each trial. The repeated use of the same individual in each trial may control for potential perceptual confounds but compromises
the ecological validity of a heterogeneous crowd.
The FITC studies mentioned above also varied regarding their sample characteristics. The depressed
samples of Karparova et al. [14] and Suslow et al.
[16] consisted largely of individuals with comorbid
anxiety disorders. With only five exclusively depressed
participants in the study of Karparova et al. [14] and
only 11 in the study of Suslow et al. [16]. Furthermore, at the time of testing the depressed samples in
the studies of Suslow et al. [13] and Strand et al. [15]
were to a large extent remitted as indicated by patients’ depression symptom scores.
To summarize, there are only few studies that
measured the effects of MDD on processing EFEs while
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actively searching a visual field, and the results appear to
be inconsistent. Furthermore, all aforementioned FITC
studies used response latencies as their dependent variable. It has been argued that manual responses do not
allow a detailed temporal analysis of attention allocation
processes [6]. As mentioned earlier, differences in search
latencies may be due to differential amounts of guidance
provided by the target, by differences in the time spent
on distractors and targets or by differences in the number of distractors fixated. Reaction times do not distinguish between these parameters. A more direct measure
of attention is the assessment of eye movements as it
provides a spatially and temporally detailed measure of
attention allocation. However, it should be noted that
recently variants of the traditional reaction-time dotprobe task have been developed that enable a differentiation between processes of attentional engagement and
disengagement [19]. The key feature of this approach is
that attention is initially anchored in a manner that permits differentially valenced information to be shown
either distally or proximally to the attentional focus [20].
Attentional biases for angry facial expression have
been shown in depression. Using an emotional variant of
the exogenous cueing task it was observed that depressed patients exhibit heightened attention for angry
faces suggesting that clinical depression is characterized
by increases in attentional processing of negative, interpersonal information [21]. In addition, it was found
across reaction-time and eye-tracking indices that remitted depressed patients manifest an increased selective
attention toward angry faces, i.e., facial expressions that
signal interpersonal rejection [22]. Thus, the attentional
bias to angry faces appears to represent a cognitive vulnerability underlying risk for depression recurrence.
According to the social risk hypothesis, depression may
constitute an adaptive response to the perceived threat
of exclusion from social relationships [23]. It was argued
that in the ancestral environment depression could have
reduced the likelihood of exclusion by heightening perceptual sensitivity to indicators of social threat or disapproval [24].
In the present study, eye movements of clinically
depressed patients and healthy controls were tracked
during a FITC task. We displayed photographs of facial expressions depicting happiness, anger, and neutral expressions. These emotional categories have
been frequently used in previous FITC research finding either superiority effects for happy expressions
[25, 26] or superiority effects for angry expressions
[27, 28] in healthy individuals. Furthermore, Trapp
et al. [29] observed early attentional biases toward
happy and angry facial expression in individuals with
pronounced depressive mood. To maximize ecological
validity, we incorporated photographs of multiple
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individuals to create more realistic crowds. Comparable to the study of Wisco et al. [17], both female
and male faces were included to increase heterogeneity and no individual was presented more than once
in each trial. We implemented a mixed design that
included every combination of target and distractor.
We hypothesized depression-related biases on attention guidance. That is, in trials with a negative target,
depressed individuals should fixate fewer distractor faces
prior to the fixation of the target compared to the control group; in trials with a positive target, depressed individuals should fixate more distractor faces prior to the
fixation of the target compared to the healthy controls.
We further hypothesized an effect of depression-related
biases on the time participants spend on the distractor
faces. That is, in trials with negative crowds, depressed
individuals should fixate distractor faces longer than
healthy controls; in trials with positive crowds, depressed
individuals should fixate distractor faces more briefly
than healthy controls. Finally, we hypothesized an effect
of depression-related biases on the time participants
spend on the target faces. That is, depressed individuals
should fixate negative targets longer and positive targets
shorter than healthy controls.

Methods
Participants

Thirty-eight (24 female, 14 male) depressed inpatients
from the Department of Psychosomatic Medicine and
Psychotherapy at the University of Leipzig participated
in the study. All patients fulfilled the criteria for a DSMIV diagnosis of MDD as assessed by the Structured
Clinical Interview for the DSM-IV Axis I (SCID; German
version [30]) and scored 14 or higher on the revised
version of the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI-II;
German version, [31]). Patients with other past or
present psychiatric conditions and those with distinct
symptoms of an anxiety disorder were excluded. The
SCIDs were administered by only one interviewer, either
Marija Skopinceva (in two thirds of the cases), an experienced clinical psychologist with master’s degree, or by
Theresa Ruß, a doctoral student in medicine. Both were
trained in the administration of the SCID and later
supervised by a senior clinical psychologist (TS). Difficult and ambiguous cases of patients were discussed
with the supervisor. Sixty-three percent of the sample
were medicated. We examined the effect of medication
on eye-tracking parameters and response latencies in
our face-in-the-crowd task and report the results as
supplementary material. Participants’ mean number of
lifetime episodes of MDD was 8.5 (SD = 8.2).
Thirty-eight never-depressed healthy control (HC)
subjects were selected from a larger sample [32] to
match the MDD group for gender. All HC subjects were
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screened using the Mini-International Neuropsychiatric
Interview (M.I.N.I.) [33] to check for exclusion criteria. All M.I.N.I. interviews were conducted by Marija
Skopinceva. Subjects with acute symptoms of depression
or any history of psychiatric disorder were excluded.
General exclusion criteria for both samples were abuse
of alcohol or other substances within the past six
months, medical diagnoses associated with neurocognitive impairments as well as the wearing of eyeglasses or
contact lenses.
The study was approved by the ethics committee of
the University of Leipzig, Medical School, and in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Informed consent
was obtained from all subjects prior to the commencement of the study and all participants were financially
compensated upon completion of the study.
Measures

All participants completed a sociodemographic questionnaire (assessing sex, age, and level of education). The
BDI-II was administered to assess severity of depressive
symptoms. In the present study, the internal consistency
(Cronbach’s alpha) of the BDI-II was .74 for the HC
sample and .75 for the MDD sample. The State-Trait
Anxiety Inventory (STAI; German version [34]) was
administrated in its trait form to assess anxious emotional and cognitive reactions. The internal consistency
for the STAI was .81 for the HC sample and .90 for the
MDD sample. In order to control for possible differences
in visual search speed and cognitive flexibility, the Trail
Making Test Part B (TMT-B) [35] was administered.
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distractors, angry target in happy distractors, angry target in neutral distractors, neutral target in happy distractors, and neutral target in angry distractors). Within the
target-present trials, each emotional category appeared
once in each of the eight possible positions, resulting in
eight trials for each target-distractor combination. The
order of all 72 trials was randomized for each
participant.
Procedure

The experiment took place in the eye lab at the Department of Psychosomatic Medicine and Psychotherapy at
the University of Leipzig. Participants were tested individually by a trained experimenter. They were seated on
an adjustable chair at approximately 70 cm away from
the screen. Camera adjustments were made to best capture participants’ eyes and a nine-point grid was used for
calibration, followed by a separate validation using the
IViewX software. The calibration was repeated if visual
deviation was above x/y 0.7°.
Each trial started with the presentation of a fixation
cross, shown until a fixation of 1000 ms. Then, the facial
stimuli were presented until a response was made or, in
case of no response, for 5000 ms.
Participants were instructed on the computer screen
that they would see a series of faces composed in a circle
and that the task was to press the response button as
quickly as possible whenever one of the presented faces
differed regarding its emotional expression from the
others.
Eye movement apparatus and parameter

Stimuli and face-in-the-crowd task

Facial stimuli consisted of 24 photographs of eight actors
(four females) selected from the validated Lifespan Database of Adult Emotional Facial Stimuli [36]. Each actor
clearly expressed three different emotional qualities:
happiness, anger, and neutral. The photographs were
processed with Adobe Photoshop to limit each facial
expression to the head and neck and to replace background features. All faces were in the same frontal
orientation, similar in dimension and gray scaled.
For each trial, eight photographs arranged in a circle
were presented simultaneously against a black background. Within the same trial, identities did not repeat,
and the positions were randomly assigned. One-third
(i.e., 24) of the trials were target absent, i.e., composed
of only one emotional category (e.g., all of the eight faces
depicted happy expressions). Two-thirds (i.e., 48) were
target-present trials, consisting of one face from one
(emotional) category and seven faces from a discrepant
category (e.g., one happy face among seven angry faces).
All target-distractor combinations were utilized (i.e.,
happy target in angry distractors, happy target in neutral

Stimuli were presented on a 22-in. TFT widescreen
monitor (resolution: 1680 × 1050) running with an SMIcustomized Dell laptop (IView X laptop). Gaze behavior
was continuously recorded using an IView X RED250
remote system by SMI, an infrared video-based eyetracking device sampling eye movements every 4 ms
(250 Hz) with a gaze position accuracy of 0.4°. SMIs
Experiment Center software was used to present stimuli
and to synchronize with recorded eye movements.
Gaze data was computed using a velocity-based algorithm
with a minimum fixation duration of 100 ms, a minimum
saccade duration of 22 ms, and a peak velocity threshold of
40°/s. BeGaze 3.0 software (SMI, Berlin) was used to define
eight areas of interest (AOIs) in each trial corresponding to
each of the eight presented facial expressions.
Manual reaction times were assessed, i.e., the time
between display onset and button press. Four distinct
measures of eye gaze served as dependent variables.
First, we wanted to analyze how efficiently participants’
gaze reaches the target as a function of face valence.
Therefore, we examined (a) the latency to target face
(i.e., time from onset of stimulus display to first fixation
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on the target). Second, we wanted to examine whether
participant groups differed regarding attention guidance
to the target face. Therefore, we assessed (b) the number
of distractor faces fixated prior to fixating the target. It has
been assumed that when a target strongly guides attention, few distractors are selected, and many distractors are
skipped. When a target guides attention only weakly,
many distractors in the crowd have to be checked before
the target is finally found [20]. Third, we wanted to determine whether participant groups differed regarding distractor processing. Therefore, we assessed (c) the mean
fixation time per distractor face before fixating the target.
It has been assumed that, if targets and distractors are
similar to each other, or if a stimulus is difficult to perceive, categorization of stimuli as target versus distractor
will be more time consuming (see [26]). Finally, we
wanted to examine whether patients and controls differed
regarding target processing. Therefore, we analyzed (d)
the mean fixation time on the target.
The analyses focused on the target present trials. Reaction times and eye-movement measures were analyzed
using 6 (condition) × 2 (group) mixed ANOVAs. The
Greenhouse Geisser correction [37] was applied to
account for violations of sphericity where appropriate.

Results
As shown in Table 1, study groups did not differ with
respect to age, level of education and cognitive flexibility
(tested with the TMT-B). However, MDD participants
significantly differed from HCs regarding symptoms of
depression t (47.10) = − 18.70, p < .001 and trait anxiety t
(74) = − 16.41, p < .001. Participants in the MDD group
reported more symptoms of depression as well as higher
levels of anxiety.
Reaction time data

Analyses revealed a significant main effect of condition,
F (3.92, 290.26) = 168.52, p < .001, η2p = .695, but no main
Table 1 Demographic, affective, and cognitive characteristics of
study groups

Age
Level of education
BDI-II (sum score)

MDD (n = 38)

HC (n = 38)

M

M

31.1
a

SD
7.1

30.1

SD

effect of group, F (1, 74) = .41, p = .52, η2p = .006, and no
interaction effect, F (3.92, 290.26) = .67, p = .61, η2p = .009.
Independent of study group, participants responded slowest in the conditions neutral target in angry distractors
and angry target in neutral distractors (see Table 2).
Eye-movement data
Latency to target

Analyses showed a main effect of condition, F (4.44,
328.76) = 11.42, p < .001, η2p = .134, but no main effect
of group, F (1, 74) = .05, p = .83, η2p = .001, and no
interaction effect, F (4.44, 328.76) = .71, p = .60, η2p =
.010. Table 3 shows that, independent of study group,
participants’ orientation of gaze to the target face was
slowest in the conditions neutral target in angry distractors and angry target in neutral distractors.
Permutation-based split-half reliability estimates [38]
were obtained separately for each condition, using the
split-half package (Version 0.7.1 [39].). The results of
5000 random splits were averaged. Reliability estimates were for latency to target parameters as follows: angry target in happy distractors r = 0.47, 95%
CI = [0.34, 0.58]; angry target in neutral distractors
r = 0.57, 95% CI = [0.47, 0.66]; happy target in angry
distractors r = 0.54, 95% CI = [0.43, 0.63]; happy target
in neutral distractors r = 0.56, 95% CI = [0.46, 0.65];
neutral target in angry distractors r = 0.55, 95% CI =
[0.44, 0.64]; and neutral target in happy distractors
r = 0.64, 95% CI = [0.56, 0.72].
Number of distinct distractor faces fixated before fixating
the target

A main effect of condition was obtained, F (5, 370) = 8.39,
p < .001, η2p = .102. Independent of study group, participants fixated most distractor faces in the conditions angry
target in neutral distractors and neutral target in angry
distractors followed by angry target in happy distractors,
Table 2 Mean reaction times (in ms) as a function of target and
crowd emotional expression in the depressed and healthy
group
Presentation condition

5.5

MDD (n = 38)

HC (n = 38)

M

SD

M

SD

1981

306

1944

369

2.1

1.0

2.6

1.1

Angry target in happy distractors

24.2

6.7

2.5

2.5

Angry target in neutral distractors

2722

384

2754

459

2055

401

2012

406

STAI-T (item score)

3.0

0.4

1.6

0.3

Happy target in angry distractors

TMT-B

64.4

21.1

58.2

16.5

Happy target in neutral distractors

2121

405

2014

432

Note: MDD depressed participants, HC healthy control participants, M mean,
SD standard deviation, a Coding of level of education: 0 = no degree, 1 = 9th/
10th grade, 2 = 12th/13th grade, 3 bachelor degree, 4 master degree, BDI-II
Beck Depression Inventory-II, STAI-T State-Trait Anxiety Inventory, trait version,
TMT-B Trail Making Test Part B

Neutral target in angry distractors

2808

430

2742

455

Neutral target in happy distractors

2126

468

2050

350

Note: MDD depressed participants, HC healthy control participants, M mean,
SD standard deviation
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Table 3 Mean latencies to target (in ms) as a function of target
and crowd emotional expression in the depressed and healthy
group
Presentation condition

MDD (n = 38)

HC (n = 38)

M

M

SD

SD

Angry target in happy distractors

1213

181

1208

231

Angry target in neutral distractors

1352

258

1415

336

Happy target in angry distractors

1245

214

1243

287

Happy target in neutral distractors

1313

232

1263

306

Neutral target in angry distractors

1344

254

1367

256

Neutral target in happy distractors

1189

271

1214

240

Note: MDD depressed participants, HC healthy control participants, M mean,
SD standard deviation

neutral target in happy distractors, and happy target in
neutral distractors. Overall, participants fixated fewest distractor faces in the condition happy target in angry distractors. The ANOVA also revealed a main effect of
group, F (1, 74) = 4.63, p = .03, η2p = .059. While depressed
individuals fixated 3.07 (SD = 0.58) distinct distractor faces
prior to the target face on average, healthy controls fixated
M = 3.22 (SD = 0.62) distractor faces. No interaction effect,
F (4.44, 328.76) = .71, p = .60, η2p = .010, emerged. Table 4
shows the mean number of distractor faces fixated prior
to fixating the target by condition and study group. An
additional analysis on the effect of medication in the
patient group showed that medicated depressed patients
fixated fewer distractor faces before fixating the target face
compared to unmedicated depressed patients (see supplementary material).
Mean fixation time per distractor face before fixating the
target

We revealed a main effect of condition, F (4.33, 320.16) =
16.22, p < .001, η2p = .180, but no main effect of group, F
(1, 74) = .02, p = .90, η2p < .001, and no interaction effect F
(4.33, 320.19) = .46, p = .78, η2p = .006. Independent of

study group, participants fixated the distractor faces longest in the condition angry target in neutral distractors
and neutral target in angry distractors followed by happy
target in neutral distractors, and happy target in angry distractors. Participants fixated the distractor faces shortest
in the conditions neutral target in happy distractors and
angry target in happy distractors (see Table 5).
Mean fixation time on the target

There was a main effect of condition, F (3.70, 273.49) =
105.59, p < .001, η2p = .588, but no main effect of group F
(1, 74) = 1.23, p = .27, η2p = .016, and no interaction effect
F (3.70, 273.49) = .90, p = .46, η2p = .012. Independent of
study group, participants fixated the target face longest
in the condition neutral target in angry distractors
followed by angry target in neutral distractors and neutral target in happy distractors (see Table 6). Participants
fixated the target faces shortest in the conditions happy
target in angry distractors, angry target in happy distractors, and happy target in neutral distractors.
Permutation-based split-half reliability estimates were
calculated separately for each condition [38, 39]. Reliability estimates were as follows for mean fixation time
on target parameters: angry target in happy distractors
r = 0.52, 95% confidence interval (CI) = [0.40, 0.62]; angry
target in neutral distractors r = 0.51, 95% CI = [0.40,
0.62]; happy target in angry distractors r = 0.51, 95% CI =
[0.38, 0.61]; happy target in neutral distractors r = 0.54,
95% CI = [0.44, 0.64]; neutral target in angry distractors
r = 0.58, 95% CI = [0.47, 0.67]; and neutral target in
happy distractors r = 0.58, 95% CI = [0.48, 0.67].
Relationships between eye-tracking parameters and
reaction time in the whole sample

For the four eye-tracking parameters considered (latency
to target, number of distinct distractor faces fixated
before fixating the target, mean fixation time per distractor face before fixating the target, and mean fixation

Table 4 Mean number of distractor faces fixated prior to
fixating the target as a function of target and crowd emotional
expression in the depressed and healthy group

Table 5 Mean fixation time per distractor face (in ms) before
fixating the target as a function of target and crowd emotional
expression in the depressed and healthy group

Presentation condition

Presentation condition

MDD (n = 38)

HC (n = 38)

M

SD

M

SD

MDD (n = 38)

HC (n = 38)

M

SD

Angry target in happy distractors

3.06

0.53

3.20

0.60

Angry target in happy distractors

M

SD

651

178

657

191

Angry target in neutral distractors

3.19

0.62

3.49

0.72

Angry target in neutral distractors

799

222

848

299

Happy target in angry distractors

2.82

0.51

3.01

0.64

Happy target in angry distractors

708

197

696

241

Happy target in neutral distractors

3.06

0.53

2.98

0.63

Happy target in neutral distractors

743

198

724

262

Neutral target in angry distractors

3.29

0.66

3.53

0.62

Neutral target in angry distractors

798

212

808

229

Neutral target in happy distractors

3.00

0.66

3.14

0.63

Neutral target in happy distractors

661

223

659

207

Note: MDD depressed participants, HC healthy control participants, M mean,
SD standard deviation

Note: MDD depressed participants, HC healthy control participants, M mean,
SD standard deviation
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Table 6 Mean fixation time on target (in ms) as a function of
target and crowd emotional expression in the depressed and
healthy group
Presentation condition

MDD (n = 38)

HC (n = 38)

M

M

SD

SD

Angry target in happy distractors

414

85

383

91

Angry target in neutral distractors

518

115

490

132

Happy target in angry distractors

398

72

399

94

Happy target in neutral distractors

374

80

367

88

Neutral target in angry distractors

641

140

597

144

Neutral target in happy distractors

448

103

436

103

Note: MDD depressed participants, HC healthy control participants, M mean,
SD standard deviation

time on the target) and response latency overall means
were computed by averaging across face presentation
conditions, respectively. Subsequently the correlations
between these parameters were calculated. As can be
seen in Table 7, on average study participants gave a
correct answer after 2.3 s, regardless of face condition.
Participants’ gaze entered the target face (i.e., the single
discrepant face) 1.3 s after presentation of facial stimuli.
Moreover, participants’ gaze entered the target after having fixated on average three distractor faces. The mean
fixation duration on the target was less than 0.5 s. Thus,
the gaze of participants was on average on the target
one second before their button press. Response latency
showed high correlations with latency to target, fixation
time on distractor before target fixation, and fixation
time on target. In general, eye-tracking parameters were
strongly correlated. Only number of distractor faces fixated before target fixation and fixation time on target
were moderately correlated.

Discussion
The present study is the first to examine eye movements
associated with visual search for emotional and neutral
target and crowd faces in depressed and healthy individuals.

Eye-tracking methodology has the advantage over reactiontime measures to provide more detailed information on
duration and time course of attentional processes during
visual perception. In comparison to previous FITC research, we examined not only how fast participants
responded to the target faces (by button press), but also
how intensely participants’ gaze was guided by the targets
as well as allocated on the distractor and target stimuli.
Four eye-tracking parameters were analyzed: (a) latency to
the target face, (b) number of distinct distractor faces fixated prior to fixating the target, (c) mean fixation time per
distractor face before fixating the target and (d) mean fixation time on the target. In our study, we revealed several
strong correlations between the eye-tracking parameters.
Moreover, response latencies were substantially correlated
with latency to target, fixation time on distractor before target fixation, and fixation time on target.
Consistent with previous reaction-time research [15–17],
we found no difference between depressed and healthy individuals in their manual response times to the target faces.
Both groups responded equally fast in the search task, independent of the emotional category. Contrary to our predictions, we found no alterations in attention guidance and
time participants spent on the distractor or target faces.
Thus, in the present study depression status neither resulted in a faster attentional guidance in trials with a negative target face nor slower attentional guidance in trials
with a positive target face. Depression status further did not
result in longer fixation times on the distractor faces in
negative crowds nor in shorter fixation times on the distractor faces in positive crowds. Finally, depression status
did not result in longer fixation times on negative target
faces or in shorter fixation times on positive target faces.
Our data indicate that depressed individuals and healthy
controls show remarkably similar gaze behavior when processing emotional expressions in crowds of faces under visual search conditions. The normal attentional behavior of
depressed patients towards negative social information is
noteworthy when considering that previous research

Table 7 Descriptive statistics and correlations between overall reaction-time and overall eye-tracking parameters (averaged across
face presentation conditions)
1

2

3

4

5

1. Manual response latency (in ms)

1

2. Latency to target (in ms)

.72***

1

3. Number of distinct distractor faces fixated prior to
fixating the target

.29*

.67***

1

4. Mean fixation time per distractor face before fixating
the target (in ms)

.65***

.91***

.71***

1

5. Mean fixation time on the target (in ms)

.81***

.65***

.32**

.68***

1

Mean

2278

1281

3.15

729

456

SD

336

186

0.33

172

79

Note: N = 76 for all parameters. * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001 (two-tailed)
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suggests heightened attention for angry faces in acute [21]
and remitted depression [22]. It has been argued that an attentional bias to angry faces (which indicate social threat or
disapproval) might represent a cognitive vulnerability factor
implicated in the development and maintenance of depressive disorders [22].
We conducted post-hoc power analyses with the
program G*Power 3.1 [40] for the F-tests of our main
hypotheses, i.e., the interaction of group and condition
(ANOVA, repeated measures, within-between interaction) for the parameters number of distinct distractor
faces fixated before fixating the target, mean fixation
time per distractor face before fixating the target, and
mean fixation time on the target. The achieved power in
our study to detect a medium-size effect (f = .25) given
an alpha value of .05, and a total sample size of 76 (with
two groups and six measurements) was for the abovementioned eye-tracking parameters >.95, respectively.
The results of additional analyses showed that the power
in our investigation to reveal small effect sizes was substantially lower for all eye-tracking parameters (number
of distinct distractor faces fixated before fixating the
target: .38, mean fixation time per distractor face before
fixating the target: .65, and mean fixation time on the
target: .61). That is, if the true effect size is small (f = .1),
only 4 to 6 out of 10 studies should have produced a significant result. Thus, our study was only adequately
powered to detect medium or large effects. On the basis
of the present findings, it cannot be excluded that
depressed patients may differ from healthy individuals to
some degree on the gaze parameters considered in our
study.
It should further be acknowledged that, independent
of study group, a strong effect of valence or valence
combination was found in our face-in-the-crowd task.
All participants performed worst in the conditions where
an angry target was combined with a neutral crowd or a
neutral target with an angry crowd. In these conditions,
participants needed significantly more time to respond
to the target and to find it, they made more and longer
fixations on the crowd faces prior to fixating the target,
and finally they fixated the target face longer compared
to the other conditions. These patterns indicate that it
was much more difficult for our participants to find the
target when angry and neutral faces were combined.
Probably, they had difficulties to differentiate between
the two facial expressions. When target and distractor
stimuli are similar to each other, the categorization of
stimuli as target versus distractor should be more time
consuming. It seems unlikely that non-attentional behavioral freezing in the presence of threat faces caused the
slowed responding to the stimulus arrays with angry and
neutral faces since response times in the conditions
angry target in happy distractors and happy target in
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angry distractors were considerably shorter and similar
to those in the conditions neutral target in happy distractors and happy target in neutral distractors. Our
results indicating faster processing of happy facial
expressions in crowds of faces are in line with findings
of other studies suggesting a superiority effect for happy
expressions [25, 26]. However, it appears difficult to
draw general conclusions on this topic since some studies have reported superiority effects for angry expressions [27, 28] and the pattern of results observed in
visual search for emotion faces might largely depend on
the specific stimulus materials administered [41].
The task in our study that asked participants to
respond when one of the presented faces differed concerning its emotional expression could have encouraged
the efficient detection of categorical discrepancies. What
kind of processes were applied for the accomplishment
of the task? Were elaborative attentional processing and
identification of emotional qualities necessary to
recognize discrepancies between facial expressions? One
part of the answer to these questions could lie in the
estimation of task difficulty. In our study, participants’
gaze entered the target, i.e., the single discrepant face,
on average 1.3 s after presentation of stimuli. Before target fixation participants have viewed on average at three
distractor faces. Correct answers were given on average
after 2.3 s, regardless of face condition. That means, that
on average one second before button press gaze of participants was on the target. The mean response latency
in our study was higher than in many other visual search
studies using the face-in-the-crowd task. In investigations administering schematic facial expressions with
variable target search as task mean decision latencies
were found to be below 1.2 s for faces arranged in 3 × 3
matrices [42] or for crowds of up to 19 faces without
fixed positions [43]. Moreover, in studies presenting
photographs of faces arranged in 3 × 3 matrices with
variable target search as task mean response times were
below 1.7 s [28] or below 2.1 s [27] for conditions with
happy and angry targets in crowds of emotional or neutral distractors. Thus, in comparison with other studies,
level of task difficulty was probably rather high in our
study, especially concerning the experimental conditions
angry target in neutral distractors and neutral target in
angry distractors where our participants responded on
average after more than 2.7 s. This suggest that (discrepancy) decisions might have depended, at least in part,
upon some kind of elaborative processing. This assumption is also consistent with the observation that, on average, participants fixated three distractor faces before
viewing at the target. It appears that some sequential
processing of facial stimuli was conducted in our study
before a correct decision was reached. In the attentional
bias literature in depression, it has been pointed out that
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depression appears to be characterized by increased
elaboration of negative stimuli at later stages of attentional processing [44]. It could be argued that depressive
cognitive biases typically emerge when long stimulus
presentations enable elaborative processing [45]. However, it should not be overlooked that negative emotional
processing biases have also been observed in depressed
individuals during the perception of faces that occur
automatically, even below the level of conscious awareness [46, 47].
An important question is whether participants identified and compared the emotional quality of the presented facial expression in our face-in-the-crowd task. It
is possible that low-level features such as luminance or
contrast have driven their visual search [48]. We cannot
exclude that our participants based their decisions on
visual factors, the perceptual discriminability between
targets and distractors, rather than on categorical or
affective processing factors. However, there is evidence
for facilitated attention capture by angry faces in socially
anxious participants during visual search in crowds of
faces [49] suggesting that affective disorders can selectively influence visual search performance and direct
attention to specific affective qualities. It is remarkable
that in our study depressed patients did not allocate
more attention to negative, threatening facial expression,
regardless of whether it was presented as single target
stimulus or as multiple distractor stimulus.
Previous research using free-viewing tasks found evidence for increased attentional maintenance on negative
facial expressions and reduced maintenance on positive
facial expressions in depressed compared to healthy individuals [4, 50–52]. These results have largely been interpreted as depression-related attentional biases when it
comes to EFEs. However, Wisco et al. [17] proposed that
results from free-viewing paradigms cannot be interpreted unequivocally as reflecting a depression-related
attentional bias, because free-viewing tasks do not place
any demands on participants’ attentional pattern. Processing emotional information from facial expressions in
everyday life may be influenced by different nonattentional processes. For instance, when one is searching for a specific face or has to distinguish between different faces. Accordingly, people usually scan other faces
with a specific goal or task. Wisco et al. [17] assumed
that, in the absence of clear task demands (i.e., under
free viewing conditions), depressed individuals linger on
negative information but are indeed able to withdraw
attention from negative information quickly when the
task requires doing so. Using a visual search paradigm
(in which participants receive a clear instruction), previous behavioral research mostly found no evidence for
differences between depressed and healthy individuals in
the processing of EFEs [15–17]. However, these results
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were based on the analyses of RT data, which do not
allow a more detailed analysis of attentional processes
over time. The present study is the first that used eye
movement data to investigate attentional processes in a
FITC task. Our results confirm findings from previous
RT research, by demonstrating that in a visual search
task, depressed individuals process emotional information from multiple facial expressions as efficiently as
healthy controls. The discrepant findings between studies using free-viewing paradigms and visual search tasks
may underline that the phenomenon of attentional
biases in depression is not universal but may emerge
only under specific conditions such as viewing freely
without specific purpose. In this context it is worth noting that there exists similar evidence of this proposal in
the attentional bias literature in anxiety. Anxiety-linked
attentional biases to negative stimuli are typically observed in visual search tasks that do not constrain participants’ goals with respect to selective attentional
responding. Such tasks permit maximal expression of individual differences in the setting of attentional goals
[53].
However, one group difference was revealed. Compared to healthy subjects, depressed individuals fixated
fewer distractor faces before fixating the target. This
somewhat surprising effect was independent of emotional category. Derakshan et al. [54] proposed that the
index number of crowd faces fixated prior to fixating the
target may indicate vigilant scanning. Accordingly, our
depressed participants were less attracted by the distractor faces and scanned the crowds less vigilantly, regardless of valence. The observed group difference is
consistent with results from an eye tracking study where
depressed and healthy subjects viewed positive and negative word pairs [55]. Participants’ task was to attend to
one word (target) and ignore the other one (distractor).
In this study, depressed individuals were better able to
direct their attention towards target words, regardless of
valence, compared to the healthy control group. The authors, who expected depressed individuals to show more
difficulty in ignoring the negative distractors (as we did
in our study), conclude that the MDD individuals did
fairly well in this task. The question remains, why depressed individuals are less attracted by the distractors,
while healthy controls display more attention to them.
Ellis et al. [55] proposed that the gaze behavior observed
in their healthy sample may represent an adaptive attentional process. It was argued that an appropriate processing of continuously changing environmental stimuli,
requires attentional flexibility. While depressed individuals compliantly follow task instructions, healthy individuals display modulation of attention. However, in the
present study the observed advantage of depressed individuals in the guidance of attention to the target faces
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did not result in a better performance in other observed
parameters. It should be mentioned that our explorative
analysis on the effect of medication in the patient group
revealed that medicated patients fixated fewer distractors
before fixating the target face compared to unmedicated
patients. Future research has to further clarify whether
antidepressant medication could enhance efficiency of
visual scanning in tasks with emotional stimuli, in the
sense that distractor stimuli become less often the subject of attention.
Some limitations have to be acknowledged. Only one
interviewer conducted the clinical diagnostic interviews
(SCID). Therefore, in our study inter-rater reliability could
not be examined. Reliability of eye-tracking parameters was
quite low for our visual search task so that one must be
particularly cautious in the interpretation of our null findings. To obtain higher internal consistencies we suggest increasing the number of trials per condition in future studies
administering the face-in-the-crowd task. In the present
study, facial stimuli consisted of angry, happy, and neutral
facial expressions. Although angry and happy facial expressions have been used regularly in the FITC paradigm [25]
the utilization of other facial expressions (e.g., sad facial expression) would be informative. For a comprehensive understanding of effortful processing of emotional
information from facial expressions, future research should
also include dysphoric faces in the FITC paradigm. Finally,
our study is the first that examined gaze behavior of depressed and healthy participants in a FITC task. Although
our results fit to previous RT research, it should be interpreted with caution. Further eye-tracking studies are
needed before firm conclusions can be reached.

Conclusions
To summarize, we found no evidence for biased attention guidance to emotional target faces or altered processing of angry and happy distractors and targets in
clinical depression during visual search. Under conditions of clear task demand, depressed patients seem to
be able to allocate and guide their attention in crowds of
angry and happy faces as efficiently as healthy
individuals.
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expression in unmedicated and medicated depressed participants. Table
S5. Mean fixation time (in ms) on target as a function of target and
crowd emotional expression in unmedicated and medicated depressed
participants.
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